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About This Content

It will be hard
Broken Chiptunes is the 1st DLC pack for Linea, the Game. The main idea of this DLC is to give players a chance to prove

their skills. It comes with four extra-hard levels and global high score tables for them.
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DONT BUY THE DLC. The game is really cool andd i recomend that but dont buy this dlc. Even after beating the game I still
cant get past 4 seconds on the first dlc lvl. unless your a god then dont buy. Can't get past the first level. Good DLC but the
difficulty is very hard so be aware.. Some really nice extra levels for just 0,99 \u20ac, totally worth it. Theyre not just some new
levels but the design is completely different from everything you have seen so far. Defenitely worth it!. Really good DLC at a
fantastic price!
The levels are more difficult than the main game, and also look very good!
I also like the music, although that's subjective of course. If you like the music in the main game you'll like this.

Pick this one up if you enjoyed the main game, as long as you're ready for a challenge!. Very good DLC. finished this game
100%
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